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Software Tool Box
Savannah Suite of Software

Data
Moderator

Data
Disseminator
SQL
Database
ATCO-CIF

LTA
Static
Timetable
Information

TransXChange

Welcome to our Harp Suite of Software, three essential elements which sit at the
heart of our passenger information systems.
Central Core Database
Inputs

Middle Ware

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Static timetable information
Real time information
-TransXChange TXC
-ATCO-CIF
-LTA Timetable data
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Real time data moderator
Prediction algorithm
Data Disseminator
7 day advanced download schedule
Active online monitoring of displays status
SQL Database

Prediction
Algorithm

Advanced
Downloads
Display
Render
Display
Status
Website
Pages

NFC

Audio

SMS
QR
Codes

Outputs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display Render
Website
Near Field Communication Links
QR Codes
Text SMS Messaging
Audio Announcements
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Bay Displays
We can help supply you with
top of the range 18” to 40”
IP65 display systems, ideal for
real time transport updates or
timetable summaries in main
transportation hubs.
Each LCD screen uses rear
LED lighting for low power
consumption over constant daily
use and is entirely weather proof.

You can either
operate these
remotely with rack
mounted hardware
or via internal PC.
LCD panel
brightness options
are available from
500 to 2000cd/m2.
Software is also
versatile and
designed to hold
7 days of forward
static time table
information and
runs both a display
reader and display
parser. Get in touch
for more info.
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Totems

These standing 40” to 84” displays are great information portals in main transportation
hubs for directing customers towards their boarding bay or platform.

Totems can be placed both
indoors and outdoors due
to steadfast weatherproof
design. They run on state
of the art LCD screens with
LED lighting to keep power
consumption at a minimum.
Panel options are available
for 500 to 2000 cd/m2
brightness levels and each
system is integrated with
audio announcement buttons
and audio loop features
to comply with disability
legislation.
Each display is compatible
for remote or internal PCs
and the software includes
a display reader, display
parser and the ability to hold
seven days of forward static
timetable information. For
further information on totem
screens, please get in touch.
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Servers &
Players

Our Savannah software is the system support which helps keep your screens and
networks running seamlessly, 24/7. This resides in two places.
•

The Savannah server is normally situated within the client’s computer room, holding
the main information database that collates all incoming real-time information and
disseminates it across specific display outlets.

•

Meanwhile for mission critical systems, we provide dual servers which work in parallel. This
way, if for any reason one fails, the other will catch it instantly, ensuring a continuous supply
of information to the station displays. Both of these servers also include hot swappable
RAID disks and additional redundancy options for dual power supplies.

•

Further to this, display players are deployed in two forms; the first where the signage player
is mounted in the display itself, usually where only single screens are required or are easily
accessible from ground level. Those in higher positions or across high traffic flow areas are
slightly more complex, mounted remotely in computer rooms or racks in non-passenger
areas.
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Near Field
Communication
Almost all contemporary mobile phone technology incorporates NFC technology as
standard nowadays, making it possible for travelling customers to always have access
to real time or general information on the arrival of buses and trains where none is
available.
Near field communications
therefore works in two
ways.
In tag mode, a mobile
device will be linked
directly to a web site where
they can gather relevant
information from the page.
In active mode, the NFC
can download the latest
transport information,
whether this be real
time timetables, loyalty
programs, promotions,
advanced engineering plans
or general route knowledge.
Our NFC also provides the
ability to pay for travel
using “touch and go”,
the latest credit card and
identifications systems
similar to the London
Underground Oyster cards
– again, an instant time
saver. To find out more
about all aspects of near
field communications, get
in touch.
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Network
Monitoring Centre
Every signage system installed by Harp comes with
full maintenance and support via our state of the
art network monitoring centre. Our systems here
connect directly to every single display, using extensive
technology to ensure it remains running smoothly and
constantly throughout its lifetime.

Our centre is fully equipped with remote access to re-booting devices, media players, touch
panels and NFC readers. Alerts are directly flagged from any device
where slow performance or approaching memory limits are detected.
This advanced internal software ensures your systems are never in danger of losing
connectivity, catching any problems long before any potential interruptions.
Harp’s network monitoring centre also runs software applications to prevent any system from
eating unnecessarily into your bandwidth or available memory. Meanwhile, if you were to
require advice or assistance at any point, our team are available on 01329 844005 8.00 a.m to
6.00 p.m and are on hand to work through it as quickly as possible.
To find out more about our support networks, get in touch.
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Web Page
Information
Whilst a standard
website comes as
second nature for
every organisation,
public transport
systems have never
had such versatile
support features to
help their passengers.
From our Savannah core
database, you are now able to
generate live route maps on a
dedicated web page, showing
exactly where buses are located
throughout their network at
all times. This gives passengers
the opportunity to plan their
journey with more accurate time
estimations, saving them time,
energy and inconvenience with
regard to personal departures
and weather conditions.
These pages are also fantastic
sources of general information
surrounding the transport
network, where customers can
track daily performance, offers
and delays as well as auxiliary
information on travel cards,
promotions and anticipated
disruption works. To find out
more about these services, get in
touch.
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QR Codes

When there is no data connection or power available but a customer has their
mobile phone to hand, they are still able to access real time timetable information
via static QR codes.
These link directly to a core website database which can tell them exactly when the next public
transport will arrive, tailored to the latest updates on traffic or scheduling.
At Harp we can help with the development and implementation of these codes, which are a
great investment for situations where data and power is impractical or considered uneconomic.
This might refer to more rural, quieter areas or temporary bus stops. As long as the customer
has a QR reader on their mobile phone, these codes allow immediate and quick extensions to
the network, providing an extremely cost effective means of access to transport information.
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Case Study
Mansfield Bus Station
This is one of the first new style bus stations to
go fully paperless. All information is now done
electronically, from where to get the bus, when
the bus will be arriving and real-time information
displayed at bus bays. It brings together all
aspects of the journey, simplistically providing up
to the minute information in an instant.

Harp installed eight dual sided totems for bay timetable information, sixteen bay displays
for real-time arrival of buses and four key destination displays showing destination and bay
information. Each screen has its own dedicated image player and software.
The totems hold four of these players for the two associated bays and each side of
the totem. Core software is housed remotely on an off-site server which feeds each of
the displays with up to date information. Each displays holds forward static timetable
information for seven days.
For those with disabilities, features have been integrated to allow for audio playing of bus
bay destination displays, induction loops, braille identifiers, help buttons and text sizes
people can read.
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Case Study
Merseytravel - Keeping Merseyside on the Move
“We have worked with
Harp over a number
of years and have
successfully completed
many station roll-outs. The
latest was the Liverpool
One Bus interchange
project that formed part
of a major re-structure in
Liverpool city center by the
Grosvenor Group.
The project lasted the
best part of a year and
had to deliver a seamless
change over from the old
Paradise Street Bus Station
to the new. This meant one
evening they were running
from one location, and the
next morning they were
working from another.
This, Harp achieved
flawlessly.”
- Paul Oakley IT Manager,
Merseytravel

Merseyside’s top priority is to promote the interests of the travelling public along with costefficient value for money for its local tax payers. With the help of Harp, the public sector body
co-ordinates a fully integrated, environmentally friendly, public transport network, relying on
state of the art technology to support each passenger’s journey seamlessly.
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Other
Installations
Luton Busway

Dundee City Council

Strathclyde Passenger Transport
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